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L Resatcwk lbmns

Fat Vorks Methods
We develoWe a fast Vortex method for solving the Cno~rsi~ Blr equations in
thrve dimensions. I is, base on a combination of Andermo's, Method at Loal Cmcx-
dons, which uses a hybrid of a fliite difference rpan anad a partcl "esen-
tatdon to compute the velocity field induced on the vortices, and of adaptive mesh
aeinenient far the finite diffence calculation. Tha resulting algorithm is f&Me than
any othe existing finit difference or multipole - based algorithm for this Problem And
hs 10.-20 times- faste than the direct N-body method for problem of curret tieseuch
Interest. In adton, we deveoped a good deal of technology for finite~dfference
Poisso solve of Independent Interest and usefialnes such as a twitigrid-based
local-affinement, algrithm for Mebruwlme d iationa of Polsion's equation in
dhrm dmensions and efficient treatment of bouindary conitions far boudaries that
have ininite extent in ame or mor of the coordinate directions.

Pmjdm methods.
We continued our work on projection methods for the incompressible Euler and
NavIer-Stakes equations in two and three dimensions These methods use the high
resoution upwind finite difference: methods developed for hyperbolic poblem to
evauat the nonlinear advective ternm combined with a second order pedictor.
corrector timue differencing to intertwine the projecton operator and the viscou terms.
We have developed new versions, of the secon-order algorithm of Bell. Colells, and
Glaz that mn more efficient than the previous verions, Increasing the largst permss-
ble time step by a factor of two, and sytmaticaily introucing multigrid throughout
for solving the linew system awising frm the discretizadaons of the elliptic and para
bolic operators. Overall, the algorithm Is a factr of five faste than the previous
metho& We have extended this version of the algonthin to general variale-deftsity

incunpsibe flows and to three dimnsons. We have also extended t projection
formalism to appy to the zrooMach number model for reacting fluid flow Proposed by
Majda and Sethian. Using this approach, we are able to represenit the effects Of lUg.
volumetric expansions of the fluid due to the energy ease and of varticity produc-
tion due to large density variations, without an explicit treatment of sautic waves.
Tis leads, to an efficient -o-p d nxa 4 toSince our Approach can use a time
step that is limited by the C'L codtion for the adivective tnsmport, rather than thai of
the sound wavs, as would be the cast in a fully cope Wil calculation.

M~ite difference 'methods for hyperbolic problem
We have continued our work in high-resolutIon finite difference methods for hyper-
bolic equations based on sec on ler accurat extensions to Olodunov's method. We
have devloped an Implicit/explicit method for hyperbolic and hyperboic/parabolic
prolems in one space; dimension, that has the piroperty that the finite difference stenadl
switch firom being explicit to implicit in time continuouly and locally in each cell and
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for each chuacterltic family, depending on whether the local CR. number for that
characteristic Is maUller or larger than one. In the limit whem all of te CF numbers
are smaller than one. the method is a anda second rder finite difference method;
in the limit of all ch!racter stics implicit and the solution at sady-state, to method is
a secnadorder accurate discretization for the steady state equations. We have also
extended the -ecod-order lodunov method of Bell, Colla, and Thnmnstein for non-
coanx, non-strictly hyperbolic system to the equations of Ideal MHD In one, two and
three dimensions. This system exhibits a much richer variety of wave propaation
behavior, which had to be analysed In order for these methods to be extended to that
case. In more than one dimension, we use a pwjection operator similar to that
develop for Incompssible flow to insure that the divergence-free constrainton the
ma tic field is satisfied. Finally. we deeloped a much-smplified version of the
second-order Cdunov method for general equations of state, in the context of the
multifluid algorithm discussed below. As well as being a factor of three faster than the
pevious algorithm of Colell and Glaz, It Is much more geural, applying to the cam
of equations of state for which neither rh puessur nor Intrnal energy necessarily
Main positive, such as arise in representing liquids and cmpresive moons In-us.

Adap ve medbos
Our primary emphasis has been in the development of tracking methods for represent-
ing selected sharp fronts, Interfaces, and complex boundary geometries for c lopssi-
be fow pmblem Our approch is based on using a vo)ume-of-ud description for
the tracked fsus. while capturing the remaining flow features using a conservative
finite dlff.ece ichen on ei* side of trackd fiont. For the case of tracking
shocs and comap solid bodies, we ded with the stability prl arising from con
sevative fid dWncng on sal cell fratumnts by using the flux redis ibution
wheme of Chern and Colels. We developed such an algorithm for t ca of an
unsteady tracked shock in two dimensions, for which the volme-of-uid repntm -

on alowed us to correcdy reprsent a shock undergoing large dortions and changes
in topology. We have coupled that method to the block-sructured adaptive mesh
rfinement algorlthm of Berger and Colella in a completely genral fashion that allows
the traked frot to cross the boundaries betw ten differen rfinement levelL We have
also used the same code structur o delop a Cartesian mesh repr tation o com-
plex boundaries in which the boundary of the body is treated using the sam tec.
niques as the tracked front. T7e modification of the two dimensional trackinS code to
do t Cartsian WId came was routine. taking about two weeks; the thuee-dmenslonal on For
Version of the CtI d d gF omtry Algorithm is in the testing Stages. Fially, we i&I
have d&vloped a velion of the mare classical multifluid algoithms for representing
t*A lntrte betweon two or mare different mterials. The pmaWy innovation in this 'ced []

work Is that our alprithm is themodynamically consisnt, tratdng materials in con- _on

tact with one anoe having wdl y varying compressibilitie in a fa c s
with e hypothesis that the presume Is continuous across the interface. Our algodthm i

an be famally derived as a discretizaion of a system of partial differential equation + -'

for a naoainet mixture that can be prome to be hyperbolic in the cas of t Cacs

smooth pmaue variations, with the condition of pmsum equilibrium aMoMS d 1)

DTIC QUALIr, xi. . ,_... ...
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campo-ents at every point in space holding as an initial value constraint. In cases
whem large amplitude pssure waves cause the continuity of the pressu hypothesis
to be violated, we introduce a relaxation scheme to restore pressure equilibrium among
the fluid compnients. We have also coupled this alpirithm to the adaptive mesh
medws which has proved particularly useful in our investigations of shocks intera.
in; with intfaces between two ases.

Applicadom
We applid the numerica methods descuibed above in a variety of specific physical
a tons, mainly in the am of shock dynamics. We have continued our work
planar shock reflection and refaction. We used a shock tracking I adaptive refinement
code, along with catefly designed shock tube experiments, to determine the criterion
for ansition between regular and Mach reflection for strong shocks. in a regim
wher the andytical theory allows both solutions. We found that, for Inviscid prob-
lems, Mach reflection is the corecat solution in the inrminate region of parameur
space, with viscosity causing a displacement of the tasition point towards earMl reg-
ular reflection. In our work on refiction, we investigated the collision of a planar
shock with an oblique plaar inrc where the speed of sound on the side of the
Interface opposite the shock was lower than that of the initially shocked r&s The
numerical method used was the multifluid method described above, coupled to the
adaptive mesh refinement scheme. Finally, we investigated the use of our high-
resolution finite diffence methodology for the case of flow in porous media with real-
istic he- eties. We used state-o-the-art gostatistical techniques to generm pez-
meability and porosity fields on rectangular grids from well data from the Wilmington
oil field In Long Beach. CA . We found that appropriately designed verions of our
finite diffemee methods for the transport equations. plus a suitable variation on mul-
tiprid for the pressure equation, leads to an efficient and accurate treatment of the flow
in Such fields.
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